FPi–500

For More Efficiency in Handling Daily
Correspondence.
Your time is valuable. Yet some days
everything seems to happen at once.
Stacks of correspondence, invoices and
letters can pile up while you attend to
other important tasks. Folding letters and
stuffing envelopes takes time you may
not have. What is the solution? The FPi
500 from FP Mailing Solutions. It helps
you get correspondence and invoices out
quickly, quietly and dependably so you
can devote more time to your main
responsibilities.

The FPi 500 is a compact tabletop inserting
system that delivers high performance
in a small package. When you follow the
straightforward instructions on the display,
it is ready to go to work folding, inserting
and sealing your mail automatically. The
FPi 500 is so flexible it can handle
everything from postcard mailings to
standard business correspondence. And
it’s fast. You can fold and insert letters
and invoices quickly, speeding them on
their way.

FP MAILING SOLUTIONS

FPi–500
Key Advantages
Highly Flexible Handles everything from post-card size mailings to standard business
correspondence. The daily mail mode can select, fold and insert five pages in a single envelope.
It offers three automatic feeding stations (two document and one supplement station) that hold
up to 100 sheets of paper. For non-stop operation, the two document stations can be switched
to tandem mode, where each works without interruption even when the other is empty.

Perfect for Ads and Brochures Get the most out of postage weight limits by using the supplement
feeder to add pre-folded or envelope-shaped flyers, cards and reply envelopes. Inserts up to
1,350 letters in an hour. It can also help produce pre-folded brochures. Just disengage the
inserting function and use as a paper-folding machine.

Simple to Use An easy-to-understand display and a few buttons make the FPi 500 simple to
operate. Up to nine different job configurations can be saved for quick retrieval. A detailed
HELP function provides text instructions setting up and saving job configurations or
remedy errors.

Specifications

FPi—500

Document Feed

Special Features
✓ Minimizes unproductive manual work
✓ Folds and inserts ten times faster
than by hand
✓ Handles all types of mailings from
letters to postcards to reply
envelopes
✓ Easy-to-see and easy-to-fill feeder
stations
✓ User-friendly interactive display

Documents
Paper Quality
Supplements
(flyers, postcards and return envelopes)
Tandem function
Folding/inserting capacity

Document station capacity
Supplement station capacity
Envelopes
Inserting Speed
Programmable job memory
Dimensions
Mains connection

Postcards to legal
3.5" – 14" high, 5.5" – 8.5" wide
60 g/m2 to 135 g/m2
(coated and standard)

✓ Job memory setting for recurring
tasks
✓ Fold-only mode and insert-only mode
options

If envelope sized or pre-folded
Both stations linked automatically
Up to 5 sheets in single fold mode and
up to 3 sheets in parallel mode
(80 g/m2 without supplements)
100 sheets each (80 g/m2)
Up to 10 single-ply supplements (250 g/m2)
With or without window, #10
Up to 1,350 letters/hour
9
16.5" x 20.8" x 20.8" (W/H/L)
110V, 60 Hz

Specifications subject to change without notice

Customer service is an important feature of every FP product. Whenever you have
questions, we’ll find the answers for you. It’s part of what makes FP the right choice
for your mailroom needs.

Competitive Mailing Solutions
10045 W. Lisbon Ave., #126
Wauwatosa, WI 53222-2446

Talk to your FP representative today to learn about our family
of mailing systems and solutions.

414-462-1140
competitivemailing.com

